
 

Bill Analysis: Draft Policy Legislation by the  
House Energy & Commerce Committee 

 

The Bill and How it Relates to ACMA Members 

• The draft legislation would provide nationwide privacy laws for handling personal information 
and draw new safeguards for how companies can collect and use consumer data.  

• This bill would, among other things: 
o Establish a tiered system in which companies would face more burdens based 

on the ways they intend to use consumer data 
o Provide the FTC with the enforcement power to issue fines for first time offenses 
o Establish a new Bureau of Privacy within the FTC  
o Require that businesses develop and make publicly available at all times an 

easily understood privacy policy written in plain language 
o Require business that have an annual revenue in excess of $250,000,000 and 

more than 10,000,000 consumer interactions submit to the Commission on an 
annual basis a privacy filing that includes information regarding the company's 
handling of consumer data, including how long the business keeps, stores, or 
uses such data 

o Require companies with an annual revenue over $25,000,000 to designate a 
privacy protection officer 

o Institute a process by which a consumer can request that a business delete any 
consumer data pertaining to that individual after one year 

o Create an Office of Business Mentorship to assist companies with compliance 
o Provide enforcement authority for state attorneys general. 

• The bill does not address the two most contentious partisan roadblocks to data privacy 
legislation: the issue of preempting State laws and the right of an individual to sue when 
their date is misused.  

• The bill pulls from both Senator Cantwell and Senator Wicker’s drafts, including Senator 
Cantwell’s proposal of establishing a bureau within the FTC to oversee the legislation’s 
new rulings.  
 

Overview and background:  

• It is important to note that this legislation is only a draft that has not yet been introduced 
to the Committee or to the House of Representatives.  The House Committee on Energy 
and Commerce—which has purview over the issue of internet laws at the Federal 
level—has released this draft legislation to the public with the express intent of receiving 
feedback on the legislation before finalizing the draft. The deadline for comment is 
January 24th.  

• Both the House and the Senate have been discussing data privacy legislation for years. 
Disagreement between Republicans and Democrats on two main issues remains the 
largest roadblock to any passable legislation. Lawmakers disagree on the prevalence of 
existing State-level data privacy laws and the right of individuals to sue companies that 
use their data, with Democrats leaning towards the views expressed in Senator Maria 



Cantwell’s (D-WA) Consumer Online Privacy Rights Act (S. 2968), which does not 
preempt State laws and allows individuals to sue. Republicans tend to align with Senator 
Roger Wicker (R-MS) and his proposed Consumer Data Privacy Act, which would 
preempt State laws and would not allow individuals the right to sue.  

• Senate Republicans such as Senator Wicker and Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL) claim that 
their support for legislation that would overrule State laws is due to their desire to avoid a 
patchwork of State-level laws that would differ from the Federal norm, while Democrats 
have alluded to Republicans’ interest in reversing California’s new strict data privacy 
laws, which many Republicans view as too tough. Democrats know that they would not 
be able to pass such progressive legislation as California’s, which is part of the reason 
they favor Federal legislation that does not preempt State laws.  

 
What Becomes of State Privacy Laws Like the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)? 

• In most cases, when a federal law and a state-level law conflict, indeed the federal law 
would 'override' the state one. However, if the draft data privacy bill were to pass without 
clarifying whether or not it's to cancel out state laws like CCPA, there would likely be a 
legal battle at the state level to determine which law would be enforced.  

• The more likely outcome is that the House Energy & Commerce Committee will clarify in 
the draft legislation whether it is meant to preempt state laws or if it is meant to be 
applied to states that don't have laws like CCPA. 

 
Cosponsors 

• While the draft legislation has so far been championed most by Rep. Jan Schakowsky 
(D-IL), who chairs the House Energy and Commerce Consumer Protection 
Subcommittee, and Rep. Cathy McMorris Rodger (R-WA), the bill was released by the 
entire committee. (Click here for full committee list.) 

 
Comments on the Bill by Committee Members 
Several Committee members have commented on the draft legislation, and all have asked for 
feedback by relative parties.  

▪ Chairman Frank Pallone (D-NJ): "We're trying to ... make it bipartisan and get 
Republicans. That's part of what we're working on."  

▪ Rep. McMorris Rodgers (R-WA): “This staff draft is not a finished product but will serve 
as an important step in the process for us to solicit feedback and continue to negotiate a 
final bill. I’m appreciative of the bipartisan staff work that has gone into this and am 
committed to continue working with Chair Schakowsky towards a bipartisan privacy bill."  

▪ Rep. McMorris Rodgers tweeted the day after the draft language was released that 
“state laws like CCPA are not strong enough to address [privacy concerns.] It 
underscores why we need a strong, single national standard for data privacy—one that 
protects people’s privacy, is workable for small business, and keeps data secure.” 

▪ Chairwoman Jan Schakowsky (D-IL): "I want to address the growing anxiety of 
consumers that they have become the product. And their information — they feel they 
have no control over it. They don’t know where and who and what it’s being used for."  

▪ Chairwoman Schakowsky also added that “the draft is meant to shift the burden of 
protecting privacy off consumers and onto companies and regulators.” 

▪ Chairman Frank Pallone (D-NJ): Tweeted in July 2019 that the FTC’s settlement with 
Equinox following a massive data privacy breach “shows that we need a comprehensive 
data privacy and security law to ensure companies are designing their systems to 
protect consumer privacy from the start, minimizing the personal information they keep, 
and are held appropriately accountable if they fail.” 

https://energycommerce.house.gov/about-ec/membership

